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template, if they are to be assigned unambi~ou~ly. 
Moreover a well-known result from commumcatwn 
theory asserts that no unique code representation of au 
ensemble of events can reduce their information measure'-6 • 

Information is measured in this context byuso of the binary 
logarithm of probability, a particularly perspicuous form 
for mixing entropy. Thus, no uniquely determined 
polymer standard 011n oxceed the orderliness of the tem
plate from which it was synthesized-a result that is in 
accord with the second law of thermodynamics. 

A tlign..ificant feature of equation (6) to be accounted 
for is the theoretical consequence of subtracting a com
ponent of the mixing entropy in a series of independent 
reactions from tho reaction entropies. It is to be observed 
that tho relationship extends the domain of entropy 
from that in classical thermodynamics and communica
tion theory; indeed it links the entropy of energy with 
pure configuration entropy. Since in theory the mixing 
entropy of non-interacting reactants can be increased 
arbitrarily, no natural limit exists on the magnitude of the 
entropy. Apparently the second law of thermodynamics 
is inapplicable to the overall chango in entropy during 
template-directed polymerization. However, as equili
brium is specified by the first term of equation (6) it may 
be deduced that tho mixing entropy of tho second term 
is not transmutable to free energy. 
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Entropy of Activation of Viscous Flow in 
Dilute Solutions of High Polymers 

IT has boon previously shown1 •2 that the entropy of 
activation of viscous flow, tlS, of dilute solutions of 
flexible chain high polymers decreases with increasing 
concentration c and molecular weight M of the polymer. 
In contrast, tlS for dilute solutions of cellulose derivatives, 
the chains of which are stiffer and moro oxtondcd in 
solution3, genorally increases with increase of c and M 
(refs. 1, 2 and 4). Au interpretation in terms of positive 
and negative contributions to tlS was tontativoly ad
vanced•. Tho positive contribution wns assumed to be 
proportional to Q/'1', where Q is the apparent activation 
energy of viscous flow of tho solution and T the 11hsolnte 
tompor11turo. Tho negative contribution was assumed 
to bo not. primarily dependent on Q and to result from 
synchroni:.~ation betwBtm movements necess11ry for a 
successfi.Jl nnit act of flow•. Tho effects of variation in 
c and M on Q are relatively small for dilute solutions of 
flexible chain high polymorR and it was suggested that 
the nogativo contribution was the greater. The marked 
increases in Q with increase of 0 or M, observed with dilute 
solutions of cellulose derivativos, lod to the suggestion 
that in such cases increases in the positive conti·ibution 
outweighed any increases in the negative one. 

Tho use of rato procoss theory 11s appliod to tho flow of 
high polymor moleoulos0 • 7 may provide a clearer picture 
of the nature of these contributions to tlS and a moro 
precise intorpmt11tion of the variat.ions of AS with c and 
M. It is generally accepted that the flow of flexible high 

polymer chains in polymer melts involves successive 
movements of chain segments each of which is 30-50 
carbon atoms in length•. Kau:.~mann and Eyring• have 
givml an expression for tlS for a singlo ehain that rruty be 
written in a general form: 

tlS = X - yf(M) (1) 

whoro x and y are constants for o. given flexible chain 
polymer and f(M) a function of its molecular weight. 
x, which depends on the si:.~e of a segment, represents tho 
gain in entropy on activation of a segment and - yf(M) o. 
loss in entropy arising from the necessity for co-operation 
between chain segments in order that the chain may 
move as a whole. Assuming that the movement of a 
single chain in the flow of a dilute solution is similar to 
that of a chain in the melt, equation ( 1) will roprosont tho 
contribution mado by tho chain to tlS for the solution. 
With flexible chain polymers containing many segments 
por chain, x is likely to be small and will generally be 
oxcoodod by yf(M) as in tho case of polymer molts6 • 7 • 

tlS for the solution will therefore decrease with increase 
of c, increasing th<l number of ohains, and M, ineroasing 
the numbor of chain segments. 

With stiff and extended cellulose derivatives the size 
of the segment acting as a unit in flow, and therefore x, is 
likely to bo much larger. Tho activation energy of viscous 
flow is also dependent on segment size6 •7 and the contribu
tions made by cellulose derivatives to Q are ten to a 
hundred timoo greater than those made by floxiblo chain 
polymers2; yf(M) should be much smaller and tlS for 
the solution should thoroforo be positive. It is possiblo 
that with cellulose derivatives tho unit in flow may bo tho 
whole chain rather than a segment of it and this would 
explain tho fact that, for a given concentration of polymer, 
tlS increases with both M and the degree of oxtonsion of 
the cellulose derivative chains. In such circumstances 
the negative contribution to AS may be zero or negligible. 
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Theoretical Study of Benzologues of 4-Thiapyrone 
PoLYCYCLIC compounds containing the 4-pyrone nucleus 

occur in plants as tho tannins and have been extensively 
studied, but their sulphur analogues have rocoivcd much 
less attention. We are studying the chemistry of benzo
loguos of 4-thiopyrone and report here some theorBtical 
studies of six of them (I-VI) made by tho simple MD
LOAD method using the Hiickel approximation, together 
with some eorrelations of the results with experimontal 
data. The secular determinants were solved with the 
aid of an IBM 7074 digital compute!' using a standard 
programme, whieh was first tested with pyrone and pyri
dine for which results are already available in the litera
ture2. 

For e11ch of tho four compounds, two models, A and R, 
wore considered. In model A, participation of t.ho d
orbital of the sulphur was assurned8 , and in the B modo! 
it, W fUl ignorod. In tho approximation used, t.ho c\oulomb 
integral of tho hotoro-atoms and of carbon directly bonded 
to a hetero-atom is given by the relation ex,= exc+ llx~cc. 
and tho resonanee intogral of tho bonds botwoon narbon 
and hotoro-atom by ~ex= Pcx~cc; the ex's arc coulomb in
tegrals and the Ws resonance integrals, and llx and Pcx are 
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